Cold Sweat – The Boneshakers
(Key of A, 120 BPM) 'Stevie Ray Vaughan' style blues shuffle – rev 11/12/10

Intro Gtr-(A7)-4X   All-(A7)-4X
(recurring guitar line: [(A G F# A-C) (-A C# D E-G)]
(recurring bass/rhythm line: [(A G F# E) (A C# D E-G)]

V1  “I don’t care... about your past...”
(A7)-16X

Pre-C  “When you kiss me...”
[(G7-G7, , D9-C9) (C9)]-4X

C  “I break out... in a cold sweat”
line: (,B,C,C#,D) (-)
chords: (,C/E ,C#/F ,D/F# ,) (,D9)

Interlude   All-(A7)-4X

V2  (same) “I don’t care... about your wants...”

Pre-C (same) “When you kiss me...”

C  (same) “I break out... in a cold sweat”

Solo  Gtr (same as verse)

Pre-C  “When you kiss me...” -2X (build)
(G7, , D9-C9) (C9)
[(G7-G7, , D9-C9) (C9)]-7X

C  “I break out... in a cold sweat”
line: (,B,C,C#,D) (-)
chords: (,C/E ,C#/F ,D/F# ,) (,D9)